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1. Introduction 
 
 The Environment Department of Consell de Mallorca hosted the 

Cultural Routes Workshop, in November 28th – 29th 2013, with the 12 

partners from CHARTS Project attending. 

 

 The objective of the workshop was to share partner’s best 

practices experiences on Cultural Routes  
 
• Cultural Routes – according to Council of Europe / European 

Institute of Cultural Routes 

• Preparatory actions for creation and designation of Cultural 

Routes 

• Development and promotional strategies of Cultural Routes 

• Impacts on inter-cultural dialogue, creativity, innovation and 

competitiveness 

• Contribution to initiatives for supporting transnational tourism 

products 
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2.  Thursday 28th Session and Site Visits 

 

Opening Session 

 
 A welcome speech  by Mrs. 

Margalida Pocoví Sampol (Environment 

Department Director) opened the session. 

She welcomed participants and partners 

to the workshop. Mr. Konstantinos 

Paparmakakis, (Chair of the Municipal 

Council of South Pelion and Lead Partner) 

also greeted participants attending 

CHARTS workshop and thanked 

organizers for its hospitality in hosting 

HARTS Project 

Mr. Manos Vougioukas,  

CHARTS Project Coordinator 

provided an overview of the 

project, highlighting its main 

objectives: 

 

• Build on experiences  

• Exploit the outputs, methods, 

results, policies and strategies 

of previous projects and 

initiatives in the field of culture, 

heritage and sustainable tourism 

development strategies 

•Transfer highly relevant Good Practices between the 

participating regions and Europe-wide as added-value to 

regional policy making and implementation 

• Contribute to the Lisbon and Gothenburg Agendas  

 

Mr. Vougioukas informed participants that 12 good practices had 

been identified, 8 of which were to be subject of workshops, the last of 

which was Cultural Routes. 
 

this event. 

 
Actions and achievements of C
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Transfer of Good Practices was defined as a practice introduced 

by one partner that has a concrete and measurable impact on another 

partner (e.g. through the initiation of a pilot project or through the 

adoption of a certain methodology by this other partner).  

 

The sub objectives of the project include:  

• Transfer 8 good practices  

• Delivery of 10 Implementation Plans  

• Involve all key stakeholders in Culture & Tourism  

• Disseminate the project outputs to EU Institutions, 

international bodies and relevant networks  
 
 
State of the art (ECTN) 
 

Mrs. Ieva Treija, introduced the importance of the European 

Cultural Routes in terms of:   

 

•  Strong tourism potential, still mostly 

unexplored 

•  Transnational and representative of 

European common heritage and values 

•  Sustainable, ethical and social model 

– build on local knowledge, skills and 

heritage assets 

•  Promotes lesser known European 

destinations 

•  90% of their trails are in rural areas 

•  CoE, the European Travel 

Commission, UNWTO with other 

international partners contributing to further develop Pan-

European Thematic Tourism Routes 

 

Cultural Routes represent a resource for innovation, creativity, 

small business creation, and cultural tourism products and services 

development. 
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SESSION 1 “Cultural Routes in Mallorca” 

 

 Hiking and Cultural Routes in Mallorca 
Mr. Josep A. Aguiló (Head of Service of Environment Department, 

Consell de Mallorca)  
 
Consell de Mallorca works on the development 

and management of hiking routes to promote local 

sustainable development and to contribute to  a 

diversification of the tourism and to avoid 

seasonality.  

 

The aim of these Cultural Routes is to plan 

walking trails to discover rural areas in Mallorca. 

They are designed to offer an individual experience, 

based on the high quality area, its exceptional 

landscapes and its cultural value. 

 

 

The objectives of  hiking routes of Consell de Mallorca are: 

- To contribute to heritage recovery, restoration and 

ce 

rove the quality of infrastructures linked to routes 

-  To disseminate natural, cultural and heritage values 

pread the importance of the traditional livestock, 

farming and forestry activities 

 Worldwide Heritage alive 
à (Director of the Serra de Tramuntana World 

  

UNESCO inscribed Serra de Tramuntana mountain range in 

Mallorca as Worldwide Heritage, under the Cultural Landscape 

category in 2011.  

 

This new status joint to the 

creation of Serra de Tramuntana 

Worldwide Heritage Consortium, will 

establish new promotion actions 

focused on restoration and 

preservation of the cultural and natural 

maintenan

- To imp

- To s

 
 Serra de Tramuntana,

Mr. Bartomeu Dey

Heritage Consortium)
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heritage, in order to increase people awareness of these elements. 

 

The inscription in the UNESCO will constitute an add value to 

promote Mallorca in terms of the quality of the island as a tourist 

destination. 

 

 Supporting Cultural Routes 
Mr. Luis Rullán (President of Hotel Association of Sóller village, and 

member of the board of the Hotel Federation of Mallorca)  
 

Mr. Rullán presented an application, specially designed for mobile 

devices (Android, IOS6, Windows Phone).  that allows to obtain "audio 

information" geo-located on what is being seen in at a given time. It is 
called Watch About!, and it is a project of 

improvement of services dedicated to the t

since the application will serve the audios a

there is information available in the place where the tourist i
 

Tourists or visitors who are going to travel 

their own audio guides of the places they want 

trip. Watch About! will reproduce the audios while 

enjoying  the landscape.  
 

In the future, the application will be able 

introduced by other people. This option will give 

visitor to travel and be informed and will enhance 

as each tourist will share its knowledge and experience.  

The objectives of this application are: 

- To keep on promoting Sóller as a 

culture and mountain tourism 

destination. 

- To create a free and online platform 

revealing culture and mountain 

tourism, and develop it as a tourism 

product. 

- To analyze the customer type and 

know their interests in order to plan 

future promotion and marketing 

strategies. 

- To promote Sóller as a fashionable 

destination in a “cheap” way. 

 

 

ideal platform for the 

ourism of any population, 

utomatically as detects that 

s. 

to Sóller, can prepare 

to visit and during the 

they are walking and 

to reproduce guides 

the possibility to the 

the quality of the trip 
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 Cultural route of Sóller train 
Mr. Oscar Mayol (President of Ferrocarrils de Sóller S.A.)  

 

The company that manages the 

railway, Ferrocarril de Sóller SA, 

was founded on 5th November 1905 

with the support of all the inhabitants 

of Sóller. It is a privately-owned 

company, most of its capital 

originating from Sóller, devoted to 

regular rail passenger transport.  

 

This is an emblematic company 

for Sóller and indeed for Mallorca as 

a whole, given its long history, the 

cultural heritage it represents and the important economic and social 

contribution it makes. 

 

Ever since 1912 the Sóller railway has been running a daily train 

service along the 27.3 km route between Palma de Mallorca and Sóller, 

without interruption. From 1913 it has also run the tram service along 

the 4.9 kilometres from Sóller and the Port of Sóller. 

 

The Sóller railway consists of a train and tram dating back to the 

early 20th century, and it evokes a genuine trip to the past in its 

passengers. This attraction has gained prominence exponentially over 

recent decades: The older the railway is, the greater its attraction. 

 

The railway is characterized, amongst other things, by the fact 

that it is narrow gauge, the track width being 914 mm (an English yard), 

which is infrequent nowadays; moreover its rolling stock is extremely 

varied and meticulously finished, and maintained using traditional 

methods. 

 

 Euroregion Mills Route: another view 
Mrs. Jerònia Florit Zuazaga (Historical Industrial Heritage Unit, Heritage 

and Culture Department, Consell de Mallorca)  
 

Mrs. Florit presented Euroregion Mills Route project, applied by 

Consell de Mallorca as coordinator, for the Call of cultural projects in 

the frame of Euroregion Pyrenees-Mediterranean Culture 2013.  
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The Euroregion Mills Route search to Promote the Euroregion 

Pyrenees-Mediterranean’s milling heritage and create a cultural 

tourism attraction 

 
Its objectives are: 

 To promote greater awareness and appreciation of the 

Euroregion’s milling heritage. 

 To use of ICT as a vehicle for heritage promotion. 

 To involve local communities in mills conservation.  

 To promote synergies between the cultural and the tourism 

sectors. 

 To encourage sustainable cultural tourism. 

 To create a long-lasting cooperation network. 
 

The action lines of the 

project will be the creation of 

the route (by mapping, 

signposting and developing 

contents), transnational 

meetings and communication 

and dissemination to publicise 

project activities and 

products (by creation of a 

logo, promotional products, 

webpage, QR codes, 

educational material, media 

campaign ...). 
 

 

Visit to Modernism in Old Town Walking Tour 

 
The tour was guided by Mrs. Jerònia Florit Zuazaga (Historical 

Industrial Heritage Unit, Heritage and Culture Department, Consell de 

Mallorca) and run through some modernist style buildings in the city 

centre and some of the main tourist attractions in Palma. Modernist 

style active in the early 20th century in Catalonia and the Balearic 

islands.  

 

The visit was to La Misericòrdia (cultural centre located in a 

building from XVII century), Teatre Principal (built between 1854 and 

1857 in Neoclassic style), Grand Hotel (considered as one of the first 

modern hotels in Mallorca, it was built by the architect Lluís Doménech 
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i Muntaner between 1901 and 1903, nowadays used as a cultural 

centre) and other modernist buildings located in the city centre. 

 

 
 

Visit to Palau Reial

 
Mrs. Catalina 

Consell de Mallorca, 

Reial (Head office of 

reception was followed 

particularly its hist

 (Head office of Consell de Mallorca) 

Soler, Councillor of Environment Department of 

held a reception in the plenary chamber of Palau 

Consell de Mallorca)for CHARTS partners. This 

by a guided visit to the building, emphasizing  

ory and architecture. The construction of the 

building was started by Joaquin Pavía in 1882 and was ended by Juan 

Guasp. This building is a clear example of Mallorca Neo-gothic style. 
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Visit to the Cathedral 
 

 The Cathedral of Palma is located in the city centre, close to the 

seaside and is one of the major icons of the city. Its construction 

started in the XIV century and it is one of the best examples of 

Mallorcan gothic style. It is one of the main tourist attraction in the 

island and it is visited by thousands of tourists every year. 

 The Cathedral is one of the highest gothic cathedrals in Europe. 

It hasa surface of 6.600 square meters, 121 meters length and 40 

meters wide. 

 

The restorer in charge of the 

Cathedral guided us during the visit. 

ine cellar 
amily-run wine cellar which includes a private 

elements and agricultural and crafts tools. 

explained to the partners, the private exhibition 

attended to a mallorcan traditional dances 

show, enjoyed a wine tasting and had dinner based in local products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Visit to Es Ramanyà w
 Es Ramanyà is a f

exhibition of ethnological 

The owner showed and 

and the small wine cellar. 

 CHARTS partners 



 

3.  Friday 29th Session and Site Visits 
 

Visit to Centenary Train to Sóller 

 
 The visit started at Train de Sóller station, located in the city 

centre. Here, the partners took the centenary train to Sóller village. 

  

Visit to Sóller 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Sóller is located in the heart of the Serra 

de Tramuntana mountain range. Mr. Toni 

Quetglas Cifre (municipal archivist and 

local historian of the village) was the 

guide in this visit. He explained the 

evolution of the village from medieval age 

to modernist style architecture of XX 

century. 

 

Nowadays, Sóller is a successful example 

of how cultural tourism can contribute to 

the diversification of seasonal tourism. 

The municipality is specialized in hiking 

and cycling tourism. 
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Visit the Dry Stone Route (GR 221) 

 

CHARTS partners had the opportunity to walk trough a small section 

of the Dry Stone Route GR 221 and they saw the restoration works taking 

place in a snow house carried out by dry stone wallers staff of Consell de 

Mallorca. 

 

 

Visit to  Lluc Sanctuary 

 
The last visit was to Lluc 

Sanctuary which is the most 

important pilgrimage place in 

Mallorca since XIII Century. 

Nowadays is one of the most

important natural and religious 

tourist attraction in the island. 

 

Partners had the opportunity 

to attend a concert performed by 

“Blauets” (children choir) at the 

basilica of the sanctuary.  
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SESSION 2 “Cultural Routes in CHARTS regions” 

 

 The Raven Walk – Old routes with new thinking in south 
Wales 

Mr. David Penberthy (Head of Interpretation, CADW – Wales)  

 
 The Raven Walk is a circular 

route above the Sirhowy and Ebbw 

Valleys (Wales). The challenge, in order 

to improve its promotion, was to 

produce an attractive, practical and 

suitable guide for all weather 

conditions. The guide also aimed to 

outline the Raven Walk and distinguish 

it from other walking routes by the 

creation of a high quality product that 

promotes the area and bring a 

memorable experience to the tourist. 

in the Veneto Region 
Bonesso (European Programmes and Projects 

artment, Veneto Region, Italy)  
 

 Veneto Region is one of the 

main tourism destinations over 

Europe, having a concentration of 

tourists in time and space. Veneto 

Region needs to diversify the 

tourism flow covering all seasons 

and promote tourist destinations 

located in the whole regional 

territory. 

  

Taking in account these two objectives, the ongoing EU projects 

on cultural routes of the Tourism Department are: 

- TECH TOUR: It includes the Roman itinerary (two main 

consecutive Roman routes going from Italy, crossing Slovenia, Croatia 

and ending in Serbia) and Byzantine itinerary (going along the coasts of 

Italy, Slovenia and Croatia). The final goals are to create an innovative 

 

 

  Cultural Routes 
Ms. Francesca 

OFfice, Tourism Dep
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concept for the promotion of the cultural heritage; and to enhance 

integration of SMEs and public institutions in the field of cultural 

tourism within partner countries to create a network, promote 

entrepreneurship and encourage synergies within participating 

countries.  
  - ADRISTORICAL LANDS: to endorse a new form of sustainable 

tourism through the promotion of the remarkable but largely unknown 

attractions and itineraries of the historical and cultural heritage along 

the Adriatic coasts. 
 - VERO TOUR “Enhancing a shared European multi-cultural 
sustainable tourism”: Its objective is to enhance and implement a trans-

national thematic cultural route following the extraordinary system of 

maritime routes, settlements, defensive fortifications and cultural 

heritage left by the Venetian under the rule of the Republic of Venice; 

and to contribute to the diversification of trans-national thematic 

tourism offer in Europe. 
e & Competitive Resorts – Development of a 

t aims to strength competitiveness of the 

project area, in order to establish a 

and offer, recognising the local tipical 

and cultural resourses. 

of Greece, some examples: In the 
e Apostle in Greece; Walking tours of 

ogical sites of Athens; Ancient 
 

aki and Dr Ioanna Katrantzi  (GNTO, 

 
 Walking tours of the unified 
archaeological sites of Athens 

project consisted in the regeneration 

of the historical centre and 

unification of archaeological sites of 

Athens so that they can be 

functionally included into the life of 

the historic centre of the city by the 

creation of a continuous fabric of 

public spaces, parks, and facilities 

for culture and recreation, which will 

 - SCORE “Suistainabl

Crossborer framework”: i

tourist sector within the 

crossborder tourist framework 

gastronomy, the natural 

 
  Cultural Routes 
footsteps of Paul th
the unified archaeol
Theatres, work in progress

Mrs. Penelope Nompil

Greece)  



 

incorporate and link all the significant cultural landmarks of Athens, 

including its principal monuments and archaeological sites. The 

archaeological sites and monuments finally assume their true 

importance, dominating the landscape, as they become part of everyday 

life. 

 

In the footsteps of Paul the Apostle in Greece passes through all 

places where the Apostle preached and constitutes an ideal 

combination of pilgrimage and sightseeing in some of the most beautiful 

places in Greece. It is a project carried out jointly by the Greek 

National Tourism Organisation, the Ministry of Development and the 

Church of Greece, aiming to promote the areas the Apostle toured 

through and preached at. Tourists have the opportunity to share 

apostle Paul’s journey, visiting his most important stops, while enjoying 

what the surrounding areas have to offer, combining religious and 

sports tourism via the organisation of a semi-marathon following 

Apostle Paul’s footsteps offers a new dimension in the project and 

attracts other tourists. 

 
Ancient theatres... a work in progress, carried out by DIAZOMA 

association focuses on restoration of ancient venues for spectators and 

audiences and finding the resources necessary for their rehabilitation. 

“Diazoma” experts are designing a tour of ancient theatres, and are 

working on marketing them as a complete package. Visitors will have 

the chance to relax in the comfort of modern transportation and call at 

several theatres, receiving guided tours to them, without having to 

arrange and combine multiple single visits on their own. 

 

  Cultural Routes in Sout-East Region of Bulgaria 
Mrs. Reni Andonova  (USERLA, Bulgaria)  

 
The beautiful scenery, amazing views and clean environment, 

convenient routes and a variety of eco-significant biodiversity of 

protected areas, and preserving cultural and historical heritage in the 

South East Region of Bulgaria are a rich tourist resource with 

numerous opportunities of innovative forms of tourism : cultural visits, 

wine routs, cycling, hunting ... 

 

Burgas municipality develops the projects: 

- "Cultural Heritage of "St. Anastasia" island and city of Burgas- 
an attractive and competitive tourist destination” A project to restore 

an abandoned island and turning it into a tourist attraction. During the  
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summer season a ship will travel from Burgas to the island 4 times a 

day. Tourists  could hire also  renovated rooms of the monastery.  

 - Green corridors - 
promotion of natural, cultural 
and historical heritage in the 
region of Burgas and Kirklareli 
(Turkey). A concept for a 

network of "green corridors" 

was developed in order to 

consider the different 

possibilities for combining the 

natural, cultural and historical 

landmarks and key destinations 

in a single system of green bicycle network based on the principles of 

sustainable development.  

In Sliven municipality to raise the interest of tourists to the 

territory of Sliven -  Kotel - Tvardica, which will contribute to the 

diversification of the tourism product and more equitable distribution of 

tourism benefits work in the project “Sliven Region - crossroads of 
traditions, cultures and eras”, the promotion will include three basic 

products: cultural tourism, opportunities for family holidays and 

vacations, outdoor activities, rural environment and ecotourism, and  

ppportunities for active recreation and adventure in the natural 

environment on various routes. Also works in the project Travel 
through time, in time and with the time - an integrated development 
project of natural, cultural and historical attractions and tourism 
infrastructure to improve tourist attractions and related infrastructure. 

Creating appropriate conditions for recreation by restoring and 

rehabilitation of green spaces; Aesthetics of the historical and 

architectural environment. 

  Stara Zagora municipality to exhibit the cultural –historical 

heritage remained from the Roman city and create a new cultural route 

around the city is carrying the transformation of the cultural and 

historical monuments from the Ancient Period of Stara Zagora into a 

tourist attraction 

Yambol municipality participates in the projects: 

- Tonzos- The Magic of Tundzha Destination  marketing- 
“Tundzha-Yambol-Straldzha-Boliarovo” to create the best conditions 

to promote the development of tourism services using the existing rich 

cultural, historical, natural and human resources in the region. 
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- Journey through the rich cultural diversity of the border region 
Yambol – Edirne which consists in the Renovation and furnishing of 

Ethnographic complex- Yambol and  a Cultural center in the Turkish 

city near the border Edirne. 

- Innovative and responsible tourism territories /IART 
Territories/,  funded by the INTERREG IVC, mini program SMART+. 

IART TERRITORIES aims at the creation of a business network for the 

field of sustainable tourism in each partner region. This network  

created  innovative products linked to the endogenous  resources. 

 
  Transnational cultural routes in Europe: opportunities for 
CHARTS and ECTN regions 

Mr. Jordi Tresserras  (IBERTUR, Spain)  

 

 At European level there are 

different cultural labels for cultural 

routes, and the same number of 

organizations supporting each label. 

Actually, there are few synergies and 

label confusion between CoE, 

European  

 

Commission, UNESCO, UNPD, UNAOC, UNCTAD and UNTWO and 

other regional international institutions as OEI, ALECSO or ISESCO. 

From the several cultural routes existing in Europe only 8 

current routes have some contact with UNESCO, mainly with the World 

Heritage Centre. 

In terms of promotion VisitEurope (European Travel Commission) 

promotes at the same level CoE Cultural Routes, UNESCO routes and 

other initiatives, but few CoE Cultural Routes are promoted. 

 
  St. Olav Ways – pilgrim routes in Scandinavia – 
Connecting people 

Mrs. Maria Nordström  (Västra Gotland, Sweden)  

 

The St.Olav ways is the name of the old pilgrim trails leading to 

Nidaros, Trondheim. Since 1032, these historic trails have been used 

by pilgrims and other travellers. Saint Olav's shrine in Nidaros 

Cathedral has been the most important pilgrimage site in the Nordic 
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countries since the canonization in 1031. 

Today's pilgrim movement in Scandinavia 

has its roots in the legacy of St. Olav. 

Pilgrimage in Scandinavia promotes 

its economical development, from 

business to rural and local development, 

in a sustainable way. The “pilgrim 

tourist” is environmentally friendly and 

appreciates local products and 

gastronomy, it benefits local commerce 

and contributes to the environmental 

conservation. 

 



 

 LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
Organization Name Surname Position /Function 

ECTN Conny Boersma Coordinator ECTN 
ECTN Kostas Chalevas President ECTN 
PRBT (Cyprus) Nicolas Tsifoutis PRBT 
Burgas Municipality 
(Bulgaria) 

Kamer Ahmedov Senior Expert/Burgas Municipality 

Sliven Municipality (Bulgaria) Krasimir Marchev chief expert/Sliven Municipality 
Yambol Municipality (Bulgaria Galina Karadzhova Senior Expert/Yambol Municipality 
Stara Zagora Municipality 
(Bulgaria) 

Reni Andonova Senior officer/ Stara Zagora 
Municipality 

IBERTUR Jordi Tresseras  
IBERTUR Juan 

Carlos 
Matamalas  

NIRDT (Rumania) Rodica Trifanescu senior researcher 
NIRDT (Rumania) Adrian Raduescu senior researcher 
Vidzeme Tourism Association 
(Latvia) 

Raitis Sijats Head of the VTA board 

Vidzeme Tourism Association 
/Latvia) 

Inese Timermane Head of TIC Aloja municipality 

Vidzeme Tourism Association 
(Latvia) 

Gita Memmena Head of TIC Saulkrasti municipality 

Vidzeme Tourism Association 
(Latvia) 

Ella Fridvalde-
Andersone 

Mayor of Vecpiebalga municipality 

Vidzeme Tourism Association 
(Latvia 

Ainars Linins  Vice mayor of Limbazi/ Limbazi 
Municipality  

Wästra Gotaland Dick  Wesström  Financial officer 
Wästra Gotaland Maria Nordström Project leader 
GNTO (Greece) Joanna  Katrantzi  Directorate  of Economics 

GNTO (Greece) Aggeliki  Skiadopoulou, Directorate of Study and 
Investments 

GNTO (Greece) 
Penelope  Nompilaki,  Coordinator Expert and Head of 

Section of Tourist Investments of 
GNTO 

CADW (Wales) David  Penberthy  Head of Interpretation  
Regione Venetto (Italy) Francesca Bonesso CHARTS Project Manager   
MCU (Greece) Manos Voigioukas Project Coordinator 
MCU (Greece) Ieva  Treija Communication manager 
Municipality of Volos 
(Greece) 

Andromahi Kostimpa  

Municipality of Volos 
(Greece) 

Kostas Papamarkakis Major of Volos 

Municipality of Volos 
(Greece) 

Athanasios Fleris  

Consell de Mallorca Margalida  Pocoví Sampol Environmental Department Director 

Consell de Mallorca Josep 
Antoni 

Aguiló Ribas Head of Service of Environmental 
Department 

Consell de Mallorca Carolina  Suau Bosch European Project Unit Coordinator 
Consell de Mallorca Isabel  Ferrer Garcia European Project Technician 

Consell de Mallorca Maria del 
Carmen 

Escandell 
Romero 

European Project Technician 

Consell de Mallorca Antoni Reynes Trias  Ethnological Heritage Unit 
Coordinator 

Consell de Mallorca Phillipe  Alvaro Frotté Environmental technician 
Consell de Mallorca Miguel  Salva Capo Environmental technician 
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